LAB SERVICES FLOW FOR BILLING CALENDAR

THINGS TO CONSIDER:
1. WHO IS PERFORMING BLOOD DRAW?
2. WHERE IS THE BLOOD DRAW DONE?
3. WHERE IS THE LAB BEING ANALYZED?

LABS LISTED ON BILLING CALENDAR

LABS LISTED ON BILLING CALENDAR

OBTAINED AT / BY

Blood Station
Pathology Staff
Clinic Staff
STM completes Lab
requisition

Lab will be analyzed
at MPath (UMHS)

Select EACH lab
individually to list
EAP on BC

DO NOT LIST
Venipuncture

Charge for
venipuncture is
included in lab
analysis charge

Lab will be sent out
for Analysis

Select “LAB-SEND
OUTS” add
comments in the BC
(see BP CRAO
comments document)

Verify NB in
CPT/EAP columns

ADD Venipuncture
“HC-CR-SPECIMEN
COLLECT EA TUBE”

Research Staff
MCRU Staff

Lab will be analyzed
at MPath (UMHS)

Select EACH lab
individually to list
EAP on BC

DO NOT LIST
Venipuncture

Separately. It is
included in the lab
fee

Lab will be sent out
for Analysis or
 Analyzed in PI lab

Select “LAB-SEND
OUTS” add
comments in the BC
(see BP CRAO
comments document)

*Verify NB in
CPT/EAP columns

DO NOT ADD
Venipuncture “HC-
CR-SPECIMEN
COLLECT EA TUBE”

NOTE: Eff: 2/1/12 Fee for Specimen $0.00

* Requires explanation in comments section (i.e. Labs analyzed in private PI lab, sent off site for analysis, etc.). See the CRAO document with BP billing calendar comments.

NOTE: Cytopathology (e.g.; pap smear) and Surgical Pathology (e.g.; biopsy specimen) will have a Professional and Technical charge when performed and read on site.